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Support receptive language by using AAC to provide input connected to learning activities
Increase expressive communication of students who are nonspeaking
Engage students through use of communication systems

Instructional Goals

Instructional Sca�olds

Reflect Nonverbal Communication
Use communication systems to reflect messages that students are indicating nonverbally.  
For example:
     • Robbie is showing great interest in an activity, so the educator says, 
        Robbie, I think you LIKE THAT (pointing to the symbols representing LIKE and THAT 
        on his communication system).

     • When presented with screenshots from the video lesson, Tevon taps repeatedly on the 
        photo of the bear.  His teacher says, Yeah, LOOK at that bear.  He’s really BIG.  And scary!

Model AAC
For example, during reading of an informational text type, the educator might think in advance 
of three keywords to model that support the concepts being learned during that activity.
     • Before reading the Fantastic Facts about lightning, Ms. Ashby thinks about three 
        important words that she can model on her students’ communication devices.  She picks 
        the words BRIGHT, LOUD, and SCARY.  She tries to encourage students to come up with 
        these words on her own, but when they don’t she models the three words as she talks.

Encourage AAC
Ask open-ended questions that help students participate in the activity.  Help guide students 
to possible word categories.  For example:
     • While reading the Biography about Jack Horner’s Problem, Ms. Jacoby asks, 
        I wonder how he FEELS in this picture?

     • Referring to a picture or topic just introduced, Mr. Press often asks students, 
        What do you THINK about THAT?

     NOTE: While all students need a PAUSE to formulate an answer, this is especially crucial 
     for students who use AAC, as they must think of an answer in their head, then consider 
     how best to use symbols to share that answer.
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Respond to AAC
Students who are beginning to use AAC might be figuring out the language on their systems, 
or basically ‘babbling’.  It is important that educators give feedback and—whenever possible—
attribute possible meaning.  When the student provides a one word response, the adult can 
expand on that response.  For example:
     • The topic is lightning.  Marcie touches the symbol for HELP, so her teacher might say, 
        Yes, Marcie, if lightning strikes someone, they will need HELP!

     • Mr. Gregg’s class is studying the Mayans.  They are using the Close Reading 
        Compare and Contrast On-the-Back activity.  Luis touches SAME and Mr. Gregg says, 
        Right, Luis!  The Mayans and the Egyptians both built pyramids.  That is the SAME.


